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This year 2014 marks the 100 years centenary of the First World War, one of the most destructive

and world changing conflicts in the history of mankind. Learn the fascinating facts about the First

World War and discover this epic moment in history. With the fun illustrations and the unique style of

the 'Simple History' series, let this book absorb you into a period of history which truly changed the

world. Jump into the muddy trenches of World War I and on the way meet the soldiers and leaders

of the conflict and explore the exciting weapons, tanks, planes & technology of combat. Illustrated in

the popular minimalist style of today, young reader's imaginations will come to life. Simple history

gives you the facts in a simple uncomplicated and eye catching way. Simple history is part of an

ongoing series, what will be the next episode? Designed for children aged 9 -12 Visit the website

information: www.simplehistory.co.uk Build your collection today!
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Graduating in history at University College London, Daniel has written about Tokugawa Japan to the

American revolution to the collapse of the Soviet Union during the 20th century. As an illustrator and

writer he combines history with a fun and intriguing graphical style. Now he presents a gift to

children who have a curiosity about the world around them and its rich past, in the form of his new

series 'Simple History'. www.simplehistory.co.uk Drink of choice: Cappuccino Simple History has

been featured by Adobe In Design: https://www.facebook.com/indesign 12/1/2014

Love this book series! The information presented is clear, easy to read, and suitable for my 5th



graders who want to learn a little more about the time periods which we study.

I didn't "look inside" before I purchased this book, but when I did I was so impressed. I expected

only a written summary of WWI, but what I found was an animated pictorial journey laced with fun

facts and information which helped me to understand the circumstance of the war. Included were

plenty of info graphics about how the conflict started, who fought against who, and what each of

their viewpoints were. Then there were the sections about the situation at the home front and the

advances made during the war in weapons, tanks, and also air warfare. This book has made me a

fan of Daniel Turner and his work. I bought the kindle version, but I think I'll be adding the print

version to my collection too. I also was thinking they'd make for good gifts for my history buff friends!

This is an illustrated and condensed summary of World War 1. For a complete summary, you can

go here.This book is perfect for children or history-illiterate people like me. It was simple and easy to

understand, plus the illustrations made it more interesting (I think all history is incredibly boring).Now

this is written by a British author, so itÃ¢Â€Â™s definitely a different perspective on the war than

what I am used to. Obviously, in the United States schools, we learn primarily about what our role

was in the war. Like I mentioned before, I am not great with history, so I canÃ¢Â€Â™t verify the

accuracy of the facts in the book. My only complaint is with the text. It was hard to read some of it

over the images.To read the rest of my review, go here:

http://judgingmorethanjustthecover.blogspot.com/2015/10/a-simple-guide-to-world-war-1-daniel.html

Arrived well packaged and exactly as advertised. Was a gift so I have not read it. Our 12 year old

grandson seems to have liked it.

Wish it was longer and was more in depth but overall it was a good read. Came from youtube by the

way

I was very impressed with this book information wise and visually. The illustrations and easy to

understand descriptions helped the book be truly simple. I would especially recommend the book for

middle school students,Great book!

My 7th grade son absolutely loves the simplicity of these books.



This book is such a fun way to look at WWI. The graphics, the information - it's all so well put

together.It looks great on my Kindle Cloud Reader on my computer. Love it!
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